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Abstract. On the basis of a meta-analysis of existing literature about sonification technologies, new experimental results on audio-tactile exploration strategies of georeferenced sonificated data by sighted and blind subjects are
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1 Three Orders of Problems in the Cognitive Research on
Sonification
In recent years researchers have been increasingly attracted by the possibility of conveying spatial information through non-visual sensory channels. In particular, the
sonification technology that implements non-speech audio information to represent
data allows “the transformation of data relations into perceived relations in an acoustic signal for the purposes of facilitating communication and interpretation” [1].
Three orders of problems are tied to the substitution of the auditory sensory channel to the visual one: 1) from an objective point of view, the capacity of the acoustic
mean to convey information similar to the visual one has to be proven; 2) from a
subjective point of view one may wonder if the potential information represents also a
real one; 3) from the point of view of the interaction user/environment the problems
regard the effective possibility for the user to explore and navigate a non-visual representation of space.
Taking into account the objective point of view, several parameters of the sound
(timbre, frequency and intensity) may be combined in a meaningful percept in order
to make sonification feasible to a large variety of fields, as well as to segregate or
group multiple simultaneous sources, even minimizing the working load.
Spatial information by means of acoustic messages can be provided with speech,
music and environmental sounds. In all cases a learning or training phase is therefore
mandatory for the sonification to be effective.
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The objective point of view about sonification redirects therefore the researchers’
interest to a subjective perspective related to the allocation of attentional resources in
auditory and visual spatial perception. In fact, it is questionable whether the representation of space is directly tied to the visual experience or rather it is an a-modal one
either collecting information from different senses or forming equivalent representations from different sensory channel inputs. If spatial representations generated by
different sensory modalities besides vision are functionally equivalent to the visual
representation of space [4] blind people should be potentially able to gather functionally equivalent spatial mapping using tactile, auditory and kinaesthetic information,
contending by this way with the absolute necessity of visual experience for spatial
understanding [34]. On the other side the subjective perspective cannot be separated
from the interactive one, according to which the central focus of investigation is
shifted toward the possibility of space exploration and navigation and to the distinction between egocentric and allocentric space, founded on to two different frames of
reference: the egocentric frame of reference and the allocentric one.

2 Coding and Processing Strategies of Non-visual Spatial
Information
When exploring the near-space, people with little or no visual experience generally
prefer to code spatial relations by reference to their own body co-ordinates [26]. Following this view blind and sighted individuals should perform similarly in tasks requiring an egocentric reference [19], although a recent investigation on the systematic
distortions in blind haptic exploration put in evidence a shift from an egocentric to an
allocentric representation when a delayed or a verbal response is required [32].
The auditory coding aimed to supply a mental representation of space [20], [28]
was not extensively investigated, due to the peculiarity of auditory processing at the
sensory, neural and cognitive levels (once more the subjective perspective) and, perhaps much more, to the technical contingencies in developing fit softwares for new
communication modalities or augmented communication (objective perspective).
From the subjective perspective experimental results seem to converge into the
idea that a combination of sound and touch will work better than a single modality in
non-visual displaying of spatial information [40]. Already in 1984 Wikens [35] verified that sound can enhance a visual or haptic display. More recently Ramloll, Yu,
Riedel, and Brewster [33] found that a combination of touch and sound will provide
the optimal technology to read line graphs. A combination of haptic and auditory
information is used in iSonic, a new sonification tool developed at the University of
Maryland to facilitate the exploration of georeferenced information [37], [38], [39].

3 Sonification as a Means for Communicating Spatial Information
Taking into specific account the objective perspective the first systems were loudspeakers-based systems, simulating sound sources from different locations [12], [16]
that may be used solely in indoor environments, with parameters such as distance,
resolution, etc. already fixed.
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Much more possibilities are offered by bat-like sonar systems relying on distance
cues to analyze the auditory scene and to generate acoustical spatial maps by means
of ultrasounds [17], [18], or musical scale [15], although some difficulties to judge the
height of obstacles have been reported [7], [25].
The most of the sonification tools implement Head Related Transfer Function
(HRTF). These systems particularly rely on binaural cues and pinna filtering to analyze the auditory scene. Individualization of the HRTF system is also possible, especially when sound elevation is needed [5]. However the HRTF systems allow blind
users only to localize objects which are in a limited perimeter within which they move
around.

4 Sonification and the Blinds: Is Technology Really Assistive?
One of the most important trends in sonification applications regards sensory substitution and sensory integration for visually impaired people, although most research on
sonification for blind people, being authored by computer scientists and not by psychologists, scarcely consider both the subjective perspective and the interactive one,
very often using unsatisfactory definitions of accessibility and usability. Moreover
most experiments are carried only with sighted blindfolded subjects.
Very few systems, attempted to relate sonification to vision as in Meijer’s software
[23]: here visual information is analyzed by a software that sweeps the images with a
vertical scan line. However, it was proved that continuous scanning of the environment from left to right may confuse the user and requires considerable concentration
even if after an intensive training neural plasticity from hearing to vision may occur
with the activation of the lateral-occipital tactile-visual area in sighted subjects [3], as
well as in a congenitally and a late blind subject [24].
In a recent Conference Ag Asri Ag [1] presented a HCI Sonification Application
Model for usability inspection, based on the Toolkit Technology for Interactive Sonification by Pauletto & Hunt [29], without giving information about subjects and results. Similar shortages of information can also be found in Candey et al. [6].
Auditory information, either verbal or musical, was added in some studies to other
sensory information to enhance performances [21], [30], [31], [11], [13], nervertheless, none of these studies assessed the accessibility and usability of the tested devices
on blind users.
A slight different situation characterizes the research on exploration and navigation
of sonificated spatial representations, that demonstrated on blind users the capacity to
identify mathematical concepts [22], simple 2-D graphical shapes[2] and table data
location and acquistation [33]. Everinova showed that directional-predictive sounds
are reliable and effective in guiding blind’s exploratory behaviour [10], and Heuten et
al. [14] assessed on blind users the accessibility of a new sonification interface to
explore city maps.
In the above cited iSonic the software accessibility was tested before on blindfolded sighted subjects [9], then comparing blindfolded, congenitally and acquired
blinds [27], [8] and finally with an intensive use of the software by subjects totally
blind since long time [36].
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5 Audio-Tactile Exploration Strategies: Comparing Normal and
Blind Subjects
In iSonic different musical instruments indicate different map features and exploring
contexts, while different pitches indicate different levels of a given geopolitical variable (e.g. unemployment, or crime rate statistics). Map exploration may be performed
using two different navigation tools: a computer keyboard or a touch-pad. Recently
Delogu et al. [39] demonstrated that congenitally blind, acquired blind and blindfolded people did not significantly differ in good recognition performances by means
of both interfaces. These results confirm the suitability of the acoustic mean to convey
spatial information (objective point of view).
In the following we will try to clarify if sighted blindfolded, congenitally blind,
and acquired blind subjects: 1) perform differently in the recognition of sonificated
maps (subjective point of view) and 2) deploy different strategies and modalities into
the audio-haptic exploration of sonificated maps (interactive point of view).
In the first experiment 20 blind participants (10 early and 10 late) and 16 sighted
blindfolded subjects explored three sonified auditory maps representing patterns of
unemployment rates in U.S.A. 4 plastic tactile maps for each task were used in the recognition phase, one target (corresponding to the sonificated one) and three distractors.
After the auditory exploration of each one of the maps (either by means of the keyboard or the touch-pad), subjects performed a tactile recognition of the navigated map
among three distractors. The analyses showed that in all tasks the target tactile map
was well recognised and that congenitally blind, acquired blind and sighted blindfolded subjects do not differ in detecting targets in all tasks. No differences among the
groups were found in relation to exploration exhaustiveness, preferred direction toward the right, and direction change generally coinciding with the variations in
sound. Viceversa as regards the displacement velocity index, the congenitally blind
subjects perform quite the double amount of steps with respect to both late blind and
sighted subjects. In the final questionnaire blind subjects answered very differently
from the sighted ones, judging the proofs more simple and the stereo-panning more
important in orienting exploration.
To further investigate these differences the above described paradigm was repeated
with 20 new blind subjects. After each task they were requested to reproduce the
sonificated map by inserting plastic nails in a punched board to delimitate the map
external borders, and three more kinds of nails, of different sizes, to indicate the
employment rates. This way, we obtained a quantitative and tangible external representation of subjects’ mental map. The analysis shows that the reproductions of the
sonificated maps explored by touchpad users are much more accurate in terms of
boundaries and inner details than the ones made by keyboard users. Moreover the
reproduction through keyboard navigation shows a systematic reproduction error in
the bottom left corner, probably due to the left/right direction of the sweeping.
To conclude our results indicate: 1) Sonification integrated with tactile exploration
may be a suitable tool for transmitting spatial geographical information (objective
perspective). 2) The equivalent recognition performances of sighted, acquired blind
and congenitally blind subjects is in accordance with the hypothesis of a possible
equivalence of different sensory channels in transmitting spatial information, consistently with the hypothesis of an a-modal representation of space results (subjective
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perspective). 3) As for the interactive perspective, the higher speed of congenitally
blind as well as the better information reproduction after touch-pad navigation, provide interesting insights about multimodal integration in space navigation.
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